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Infinite Series >> Infinite Sounds From A Future Cosmos

Future Loops is proud to present “Infinite Sounds From A Future Cosmos” , a 
masterpiece of incredible beauty .. 

A voyage through new music frontiers and an exploration of sonic realms like you 
have never heard before . 

A massive 17Gb library divided by 8 Volumes of strange atmospheres , relaxing 
ambiences , futuristic textures or dark worlds . “Infinite Sounds From A Future 
Cosmos” is an inspiring discovery of the cosmos !

This deluxe collection features the most extraordinary packs of samples from this 
world and beyond !

“Infinite Sounds From A Future Cosmos” explores the boundaries and possibilities of 
sound creation , reshaping the concept of sound design and synth manipulation to 
bring you a pool of refreshing soundscapes and improbable music samples .

Reshape The Music of Tomorrow

www.futureloops.com

The universe is infinite and so are its sounds : “Infinite Sounds from a Future Cosmos” brings you 8 DVD’s of impeccably 
designed sounds, which will suit your most exquisite needs for soundscapes , ambiences , textures , pads and 
atmospheres
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Each one of the 8 DVD’s included in “Infinite Sounds From A Future Cosmos” is a world of its 
own and a vast source for musical stimulation due to their extensive variety of soundscapes suitable 
for any kind of genre : 

Vol 1 - Sea Explorations is a profound collection that takes us to beautiful aquatic worlds where no 
man has gone before; 
Vol 2 - Artificial Intelligences, brings you the fascinating world of robotic beings and machines; 
Vol 3 - Desert Soundscapes is filled with distant and hidden lands, Sand People and wind storms; 
Vol 4 - Space explorations will embark you on a journey through galaxies, planets and distant alien 
civilizations; 
Vol 5 - Biospheres is a dazzling collection of all living organisms and secluded habitats;
Vol 6 - Magnetic Fields a terrifying deconstruction of the world and laws of physics ;
Vol 7 - Ice Ages is has impressive sound design and showcases the sounds from the coldest regions 
of the cosmos;
Vol 8 - Phenomenons brings us the striking beauty of natural wonders, cosmic events and geological 
hazards; 

Technical Specifications : 8 DVD´s ; 17 GB of content including Abyss, Coral Reefs , Deep Oceans , Ripples, Seas and Swells , 
Strange Creatures , The Lost Atlantis , Communications , Computers and Microtechnology , Electronic Voids , Errors and Malfunctions ; 
Robots and Humanoids , Mechanical Devices , Winds of Babahtuie , The Cold Desert of Maon Yi, Sand storms of Pirigutee , Rituals of the 
Sand People , Lost Oasis ,Dry Lands of Tauhanooke , Stars and Planets , Rockets , Spaceships and Satellites , Lost Moons , Galaxys and Solar 
Systems , Extraterrestrial Life , Black Holes , Asteroids and Comets , Rare Species, Microcosmos , Forgotten Habitats , Fierce Creatures , Eco-
Systems , Abiotic Organisms , Electromagnetism , Force Fields , Nanotechnology , Nuclear Energy , Radiation Decay , Rays and Waves , Polar 
Life , Icebergs , Higher altitudes , Glacier Landscapes , Artic Voyages , Antartica Expeditions , Cosmic Events , Environmental Crisis , 
Geological Hazzards , Natural Wonders , Paranormal Activities and Sky Observations ; 
3200 WAV samples 
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Future Loops’ is proud to present "Sea Explorations" ; our latest “oceanic” resource and a 
must-have for underwater sounds. This comprehensive library is filled with hundred’s of 
ambiences, textures , soundscapes , pads , atmospheres or sonic realms that will 
give a new depth to your music and compositions ! 

"Sea Explorations" is highly useful for any genre. From trance, house, drum n’ bass, to 
electronic and ambient music, these sounds will open new gates in your creativity 
whether you’re looking for inspiration or searching for the ending touch in an existing 
track....The possibilities are endless when using Sea Explorations and so is your 
imagination!

Take a dive into the deep, unknown world of underwater magic where beauty meets 
danger. Go where no man has ever been and face the horrific creatures that inhabit the 
deepest oceans, travel through magnificent lakes and coral reefs until you discover 
The Lost Atlantis…!Future Loops brings you the enchantment of the sea in an 
astounding library specially created to indulge all your needs for professional 
and cutting edge sounds.

We present you a collection of over 2 gigabytes of WAV samples that will suit any producer and music creation platform. 
Put your bathing suit on , cuz you’re about to plunge into the vast blue that is " Sea Explorations "!

Technical Specifications : 2.13GB of content including Abyss, Coral Reefs , Deep Oceans , 
Ripples, Seas and Swells , Strange Creatures , The Lost Atlantis ; 400 WAV samples
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Infinite Sounds from a Future Cosmos: Artificial Intelligences

Artificial Intelligences is an inspirational selection of sounds, packed with hundreds of 
ambiences and textures that are guaranteed to launch your studio into the next 
century !Get ready to take control of an unique and futuristic palette of sound effects , 
groundbreaking soundscapes or intriguing pads . 

From strange Communications or Mechanical Devices , to the world of Computers 
and Microtechnology ; Get lost in Electronic Voids and experience up-close the 
dangers of Errors and Malfunctions ; Interact with Robots and Humanoids !Future 
Loops designed this collection with extreme quality and diversity in mind, and we know you 
will love how Artificial Intelligences will blend into your own compositions .

Artificial Intelligences is perfect for any DJ , producer , multimedia developer or film 
scorer.
The unique depth and range of Artificial Intelligences make it ideal for any music style or 
genre. Inside you will find complex and technological textures , electronic ambiences 
or landscapes from a distant future ! 

With over 2GB of crystal clear WAV samples and sounds that are amazingly rich you will be instantly hooked on 
Artificial Intelligences sonar possibilites . 
Check out Artificial Intelligences and send your music forward

Technical Specifications : 2.13 GB of content including Communications , Computers and Microtechnology , Electronic Voids , 
Errors and Malfunctions ; Robots and Humanoids , Mechanical Devices ; 400 WAV samples 
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Desert Soundscapes is a mind blowing collection of sounds, filled with hundreds of 
ambiences and textures that will heal your soul and inspire your mind.

Sit back and relax while we take you to the vast deserts of our planet and unveil the beauty 
and diversity behind these landscapes.

From the distant dry lands of the Tauhanooke desert, to the sand storms of Pirigutee, let 
the winds of Babahtuie take you into the Lost Oasis and experience the Rituals of the 
Sand People.Our top producers crafted these samples with excellency, paying attention to 
the smallest details in order to give you an extraordinary collection.

Desert Soundscapes is perfect if you want to set the mood on any track or build a 
whole new world around it. Whatever the music style you’re into, Desert Landscapes will 
blend right in . 

The massive textures and soulful ambients will take you to realities no man has gone before.

Technical Specifications : 2.14GB of content including Winds of Babahtuie , The Cold Desert of Maon Yi, Sand storms of 
Pirigutee , Rituals of the Sand People , Lost Oasis ,Dry Lands of Tauhanooke ; 400 WAV samples 

Due to its epic nature Desert Soundscapes is perfect for film scoring, multimedia needs or contemporary 
electronic music . The sounds are amazingly rich and you will be instantly absorbed into their deep , vast sonorities. 
Check out Desert Soundscapes and don’t forget your turbant home !
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Future Loops presents Space Explorations, a striking experience from our groundbreaking 
Infinite Series. 

Dazzle your mind with hundred’s of textures and ambiences that will take you 
directly into hyper-space. 

Imagine yourself inside a rocket: you start travelling at the speed of light and as you 
leave the atmosphere and enter the edge of space, a new world of strange but amazing 
phenomenons arises…

Let your mind travel through the cosmos: discover galaxies and solar systems, surf on 
a comet’s tail, get lost in a black hole and suddenly, find yourself in the middle of an 
intergalactic war surrounded by powerful spaceships and extraordinary 
beings….After escaping and seriously damaging your rocket drift into a beautiful lost 
moon where peace and zero gravity take control…

Technical Specifications : 2.11GB of content including Stars and Planets, Rockets, Spaceships and Satellites, Lost Moons, 
Galaxys and Solar Systems , Extraterrestrial Life , Black Holes , Asteroids and Comets ; 400 WAV samples 

Space Explorations is a stunning collection of samples that will reshape the realms of your creativity and 
imagination . Suitable for any genre of production, you’ll be amazed with the power of this library, as each different 
sound takes your tracks into new spacial depths !
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The biosphere … a global ecosystem composed of living and non-living organisms... a system 
characterized by the continuous cycling of matter and an accompanying flow of energy…
Now just imagine how that can translate into a one of a kind collection of sounds , 
textures , soundscapes or ambiences ! 

Imagine sampling the micro cosmos around you.. Imagine converting Rare Species
into rare electronic sounds..,Imagine you are in a Forgotten Habitat coming face-to-face 
with amazing Fierce Creatures...Curious ?

Biospheres is an homage to the cosmos: discover how multiple organisms interact , find 
yourself in the middle of an unreal Eco-System with nothing to guide you but your senses .

Technical Specifications : 2.13GB of content including Rare Species, Microcosmos , Forgotten Habitats , Fierce Creatures , 
Eco-Systems , Abiotic Organisms ; 400 WAV samples 

Biospheres is a stunning library of out-of-the-box samples that will reshape your existing compositions or lay the 
foundations for new ones . Due to its sonic range and rich diversity , Biospheres is perfect for any genre of production ( 
Trance to Drum´n´Bass , Hip Hop to Chillout , from Ambient to House .. ) as well as film scoring or multimedia 
projects !
Come full circle with the Universe and recycle Biospheres into your music !
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Magnetic Fields is the latest feature from the overwhelming Infinite Series, a massive 
collection of ambiences designed to reshape the way you hear, think and make music.
The purpose of our existence has always been a mystery to mankind. Nevertheless, Man has 
come a long way and began uncovering the smaller secrets.The laws of physics are an 
intricate web of events and elements that can have the biggest or the tiniest of impact in our 
daily lives.

Future Loops decided to bring you another comprehensive library filled with 
ambiences, textures and FX that will set a million images in your mind.Magnetic
Fields is a striking collection where the complexity of the world of physics is deconstructed 
in stunning, but sometimes terrifying sounds. 

Radiation and Nuclear Energy, Force Fields and Electromagnetism, Rays and 
Waves, the diversity of these sounds is outstanding. Your mind will be blown 
away with the inspiration Magnetic Fields has to offer !

Technical Specifications :2.14GB of content including Electromagnetism , Force Fields , Nanotechnology , Nuclear Energy , 
Radiation Decay , Rays and Waves; 400 WAV samples

Once again, we exceeded ourselves to bring you state of the art, top quality material. Just like the other Volumes of the 
Infinite Series , Magnetic Fields keeps the standards sky scrape high . Every sample is flawlessly designed , 
painstakingly crafted with endless details for endless possibilities . Remember, approach with caution , and please 
leave your metal belongings away ! 
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Ice Ages is a compelling sound design work , and the outcome is some of the most 
stimulating and stunning ambiences , textures , soundscapes or strange pads you will 
ever hear !Developing Ice Ages was a challenging project for Future Loops and we were 
inspired by the breathless and mind-blowing landscapes that can result from the cold and 
frozen regions of the cosmos!

From the improbable and unimaginable forms of Polar Life, to the magnificent and 
splendorous Glacier Landscapes! Climb the astounding and divine icy mountains into 
Higher Altitudes and once on top gaze at the breathtaking Icebergs! Embrace a 
venturous journey as you go on Artic Voyages and Antarctic Explorations!

Ice Ages is flexible enough to fit perfect if any music genre or style .. Its impressive array 
of remarkably creative and distinct sounds results in a multitude of possibilities and you will 
be able to use them into Trance , Techno , House , Drum and Bass , Jungle , 
Breakbeat , Chillout , Downbeat , IDM or whatever really! Ice Ages is also perfect 
for film scoring or any multimedia needs . 

Technical Specifications :2.11GB of content including Polar Life , Icebergs , Higher altitudes , Glacier Landscapes , Artic 
Voyages , Antartica Expeditions ; 400 WAV samples 

With over 2GB and 100s of samples there is plenty to sink your teeth into and a great value for money . 
Check out Ice Ages but don’t forget to pack warm ! 
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Phenomenons is a powerfull library of ambiences , textures , soundscapes or strange pads 
, and it is ready to satisfy your most exquisite production craves!Future Loops designed 
each sample having in mind some of the most ravishing and fascinating phenomenons that 
nature has to offer . . 

From the alluring and absorbing Cosmic Events, to the sublime and superb Natural 
Wonders of the plantet! Let the audacious and implacable Geological Hazzards lead you 
into an unprecedented Environmental Crisis and experience the untameable forces of the 
cosmos! 
Go off the deep end with a vast selection of bizarre Paranormal Activities or simply 
behold the soothing serenity of the Sky Observations . 

Phenomenons is flexible enough to fit perfectly in any music genre or style... Its 
impressive array of remarkably creative and distinct sounds results in a multitude of 
possibilities that you will be able to use into Trance , Techno , House , Drum and Bass , 
Jungle , Breakbeat , Chillout , Downbeat , IDM or whatever really ! Phenomenons is 
also perfect for film scoring or any multimedia needs . 

Technical Specifications :2.12GB of content including Cosmic Events , Environmental Crisis , Geological Hazzards , Natural 
Wonders , Paranormal Activities , Sky Observations ; 400 WAV samples 

With over 2GB and 100s of samples there is plenty to sink your teeth into and a great value for money . 
Check out Phenomenons and see how your music can handle the strange forces of the cosmos !




